Computational assignment of function to proteins with no known homologs is still an unsolved problem. We have created a novel, function-based approach to protein annotation and discovery called D-SPACE (Deep Semantic Protein Annotation Classification and Exploration), comprised of a multi-task, multi-label deep neural network trained on over 70 million proteins. Distinct from homology and motif-based methods, D-SPACE encodes proteins in high-dimensional representations (embeddings), allowing the accurate assignment of over 180,000 labels for 13 distinct tasks. The embedding representation enables fast searches for functionally related proteins, including homologs undetectable by traditional approaches. D-SPACE annotates all 109 million proteins in UniProt in under 35 hours on a single computer and searches the entirety of these in seconds. D-SPACE further quantifies the relative functional effect of mutations, facilitating rapid in silico mutagenesis for protein engineering applications. D-SPACE incorporates protein annotation, search, and other exploratory efforts into a single cohesive model.
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We are witnessing an explosion in biological sequence information 1 stored in databases such as GenBank 2 and UniProt 3 , largely driven by massive improvements in sequencing technology and resulting in the availability of tens of thousands of genomes and metagenomes. The utility of each genome depends on high quality annotation and the tools available to analyze it, shifting the bottleneck for genomics-based scientific discovery from sequencing capacity to analysis. While genome annotation has evolved from a laborious manual process to a largely automated endeavor with a proliferation of sophisticated tools and pipelines, many proteins, including some essential for life 4 , still have no known function. To date, the ability to reliably predict protein functions directly from amino-acid sequences alone remains a major biological challenge 5 .
Since the function of a protein is a direct consequence of its amino acid sequence, similarity between primary sequence has been used to systematically infer function for more than 25 years 6 . While generally useful, a simple similarity measure is often insufficient to confidently assign protein function. Highly divergent natural sequences sometimes have similar functions, and even single amino acid changes can completely eliminate the function of a protein. In addition, many proteins have no known homologs. More complex statistical models such as profile hidden Markov models HMMs (pHMMs) have been developed to address these challenges [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , and while highly beneficial, such approaches often lack generalizability. Each pHMM model is typically trained on hand-curated aligned sequences of a given protein family without leveraging information from other families or annotation types, which results in very high specificity for the trained family without the ability to detect functionally-related but sequence-divergent proteins. These models are also computationally intensive to run at scale, which can be challenging for annotating large protein databases or metagenomes. More recently, databases such as InterPro 13 and PROSITE 14 have aimed at integrating genomic features such as 3 domain and functional site information from diverse databases into a single searchable user interface. To our knowledge there is not one consistent model that is able to learn from all of this information to predict all features.
Making the full connection between sequence and function requires a representation of a protein that is closely associated with broad range of functional properties, which is now possible due to advances in high-level representations from the field of deep-learning. Several groups have deployed machine learning methods to identify specific functions of proteins [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , however there have been only limited attempts to build a single classifier that assigns multiple features to a given peptide sequence [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Our work builds on these ideas with knowledge integration at massive scale, both in the number of proteins trained on and in the annotations used. By building the deep and comprehensive multi-task model D-SPACE, we created a high-dimensional protein representation ('embedding') which can be used to improve many sequence-based informatics tasks. The D-SPACE model can annotate proteins extremely quickly and combines the most relevant features of more than 180,000 smaller models.
The protein embedding space provides a content-rich representation which enables the determination of many aspects of a protein structure and function from a simple Euclidean coordinate. This property allows for ultra-fast search for functionally similar proteins, even for those with highly divergent sequence. We show evidence that this representation generalizes to proteins on which the model was not trained. This approach represents a foundation for integrating all existing and future knowledge of protein structure and function into a cohesive and generalizable model. A demo of the D-SPACE annotation and search features is available at https://dspace.bio.
D-SPACE accurately annotates protein sequences
The D-SPACE model performed well on all 13 of the classification tasks in the previously unseen test set ( Table 1, Methods) . Notably, the D-SPACE model tended to predict fewer class labels than might be expected ('Coverage' column in Table 1 ). This was largely due to the model's ability to recognize which labels it could confidently call and which were best omitted.
The highest performing class labels tended to be the most common, but this was not always the case (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). While further development could improve performance, perfect recapitulation of existing tools was not our goal. We found many examples where 'incorrect' assignments were appropriate when investigated manually. One group of these examples were proteins with UniProt records which had not yet been fully annotated in the training or test sets at the time of data download but were subsequently updated in later versions of UniProt. The fully updated annotations generally matched D-SPACE's high confidence predictions. One example is UniProt A0A2I1C1K8, which was unannotated in our data set, but D-SPACE assigned it to the OrthoDB cluster 'Cytochrome P450' (score = 0.99) and suggested the keywords '4monooxygenase' (score = 0.18) and 'pisatin' (score = 0.14). UniProt now annotates this protein as 'Putative cytochrome P450 pisatin demethylase'. That D-SPACE learned to give such cases appropriate annotations rather than predict their absence is a sign of useful generalization.
To assist in visualization of D-SPACE's organization of the functional protein space, we included a three-dimensional (3D) embedding autoencoder in the model. The autoencoder was successful in reducing the dimensionality of the functional embedding space from 256 to 3 dimensions with only modest loss of information (mean-squared error = 0.001). The autoencoder also had a strong regularization effect, reducing the mean variance of the embedding layer by more than 75-fold as compared to a model trained without it. Visualizing the 3D space gives a 6 partial view of the richness encoded by the model (Fig. 1c, 1d ). As expected, similar sequences were found to be grouped closely in this representation.
Protein functional embedding space enables fast and sensitive search and discovery
The key to the D-SPACE model's success is its ability to map any protein sequence into a defined coordinate in a common 256-dimensional functional embedding space. In this embedding space, the distance between two proteins is determined by functional similarity rather than sequence similarity alone. Previous work has shown that remote homology searches can be accelerated when operating in a compressed embedding space learned from known sequence similarities [25] [26] [27] [28] . D-SPACE generalizes this concept by learning a functional-based embedding space through multi-task 29 , multi-label training which also enables discovery of novel protein relationships beyond sequence homology.
An additional advantage of searching over the embedding space rather than sequence space is the ability to utilize advances in general case k-nearest neighbors (KNN) search tools and algorithms 30, 31 . In our implementation, a query against the full UniProtKB database (over 109 million proteins) returns the 100 nearest neighbors in less than 5 seconds, compared to several minutes with a standard BLAST installation. To evaluate the sensitivity of the embedding search results, we queried every protein in Swiss-Prot against the other Swiss-Prot proteins (552,000) using a sequence similarity-based approach and D-SPACE's embedding search.
Random protein pairs, which are not likely to be functionally related, tend to have sequence identity lower than 25% and embedding similarity lower than 0.55. There was a significant correlation between sequence identity and embedding similarity (R = 0.84, p-value < 2.2e-16) and both methods ranked highly similar proteins to the query sequence as their top results ( Fig.  2a ). However, while sequence-based methods could only detect hits with sequence identity >25%, embedding search was capable of identifying many functionally related hits below this level, in the 'twilight-zone' of sequence identity 32 . On the other hand, there were a few protein pairs identifiable by sequence identity-based methods with embedding similarity below the significant level of 0.55. In the cases we inspected, these potentially missed pairs were due to having only a partial local similarity between two proteins that shared domain similarity but had an overall different structure and function.
To verify that the additional D-SPACE matches are functionally relevant, we compared D-SPACE embedding similarity to sequence similarity using an established benchmark for detecting orthologous protein pairs developed by Saripella et al. 6, 33 . While sequence similarity had a slightly higher sensitivity for top hits (0.8 vs. 0.7 at 99% specificity), embedding similarity was more sensitive for other matches (0.92 vs 0.87 at 80% specificity) and had higher overall performance (AUC 0.95 vs. 0.92) ( Fig. 2b) .
Functional embedding search enables novel protein discovery
As an example of the ability of the functional embedding search to extend into and beyond sequence similarity alone and into the twilight-zone of sequence homology, we searched UniProtKB using the rare Class 2 Type V CRISPR effector protein Cas12b (T0D7A2) with both BLAST and D-SPACE. The BLAST search ran for 3 minutes (using UniProt's web interface) returning 21 significant hits (E-value < 0.1; excluding the self-hit to the query), of which only 7 aligned globally to the query sequence. All 21 hits are currently annotated as 'Uncharacterized protein' in UniProt, so they provided little immediate value in assigning function to the query sequence beyond the confirmation that they might belong to a related protein family. We also ran PSI-Blast and JackHMMER, which produced similar results 34, 35 . Using the embedding similarity search, D-SPACE was able to query Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL (returning the top 50 hits from each database) in less than 5 seconds, with all 100 hits having >0.59 embedding similarity to the query. In contrast to the BLAST results, D-SPACE's results were enriched with currently annotated CRISPR-associated endonuclease and endoribonuclease proteins, including nine hits to Cas9 proteins, three hits to Cas13a proteins, and two hits to Cas12a (Cpf1) proteins, all with sequence identity <22% to the query sequence. Performing the same search with Cas12a (A0Q7Q2) as the query yielded similar results. Inspecting the three-dimensional representation of the embedding space revealed that Cas9 and Cas12a proteins tended to be placed close to each other ( Fig. 3a) . Since many Cas9 and some Cas12a were included in the original training set, one might assume that the model learned to associate them based on shared feature labels, such as keywords and Gene Ontology (GO) terms. To test this hypothesis, we trained a second D-SPACE model excluding all annotated Cas12a proteins from the training set and inspected the resulting embedding space (Fig. 3b) . The results show that even when not presented with examples of Cas12a sequences during training, D-SPACE's model was able to associate Cas12a with other Class 2 CRISPR effector proteins during inference, demonstrating the generalizability of D-SPACE's predictions and its ability to identify novel proteins without relying on sequence similarity. were also used to annotate the proteins by finding functional homologs. To demonstrate this, we searched each of the bacterial proteins against Swiss-Prot. A total of 82% of proteins had a strong functional homolog with a non-trivial description (top result and score > 0.55). In all, 95% of proteins were assigned either an InterPro label, a non-trivial OrthoDB cluster, or a non-trivial functional homolog. This demonstrates a dramatic leap in our capability to assign putative functions to currently unknown proteins (75% to 95% of the dataset).
Combining D-SPACE annotation and search for protein annotation

Semantic embedding profiles for protein discovery
Functional embedding search requires only a coordinate in the high-dimensional embedding space as a query, and therefore does not rely on protein sequence information as its input. In addition to the enhanced performance of D-SPACE for the basic case of single protein query searches compared to sequence-based methods, advanced profile-based searches can be supported by D-SPACE by constructing novel semantic embedding profiles and using them as input queries. One such approach is to combine multiple embedding vectors using simple algebraic operations.
A common use case in traditional protein discovery workflows involves construction of a pHMM for a given protein family, which can then be used to search over protein sequence databases. While powerful, they can only reliably be constructed using proteins with similar domain structure and with a detectable level of sequence similarity. In contrast, functional embedding profiles can be constructed for any set of input embedding vectors, by calculating a profile embedding vector using simple aggregation functions (e.g. mean or median), resulting in a new coordinate in the embedding space that can be used as a query. In addition, embedding profiles can be combined to enable powerful semantic searches even when their underlying protein sequences have no detectable sequence similarity.
As an example of embedding profile search we calculated the mean embedding profile of all proteins in Swiss-Prot ('p0'), as well as mean embedding profiles of two Type V DNA effector Cas12a proteins ('p1') and seven Type VI RNA effector Cas13a proteins ('p2'). We then combined the Cas12a and Cas13a profiles into a joint profile 'p12' (p12 = p1 + p2 -p0).
Searching with the joint profile against UniProtKB returned 59 hits (top 50 each from Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL filtered by similarity score > 0.55). Of these, 39 had a known function, including 25 Cas12a proteins, 8 Cas13a proteins, 3 Cas9 proteins, and 3 proteins with unrelated annotations. This demonstrates the ability to perform relevant searches using profiles from proteins with no sequence similarity.
D-SPACE enables in silico protein mutagenesis analysis
We used the generalizability of the D-SPACE model to test in silico mutagenesis experiments, where each amino acid in a protein is individually replaced with all possible alternatives. Each mutated sequence was run through the model, and the resulting embedding vectors were compared to the original protein to reveal each mutation's impact on overall protein function ( Fig. 4) . This processed identified signatures that correspond to key protein features. For one example, RecA, the signature coincided with the well-known NTP binding P-loop motif 37 . In another example, Tpo1, the signature coincided with known transmembrane regions. These are exceptional findings given that no positional information was used in the model training process. D-SPACE was capable of identifying the relevant features on its own and can provide insight to specific modifications which are likely to impact function.
Discussion
Deep learning models such as D-SPACE provide dramatic capability improvements to protein biology, including rapid annotation, search, and new ways of generalizing knowledge beyond single labels. The increase in speed allows for the rapid annotation of large databases such as UniProt or GenBank. This has long been a challenge for groups like JGI, NCBI and EBI who maintain large, ever-increasing sequence databases that benefit from periodic reannotation with new and updated models as they become available. Additionally, it is now possible to generate extremely large and complex metagenomes. In our own work (not reported here) we recently assembled a 47 GB metagenome and identified more than 80 million protein-coding genes. To The rapid advancement in the field of artificial intelligence will likely bring even more powerful capabilities. Reinforcement learning and generative models are proving to be extraordinarily powerful for other fields such as robotics and computer vision 38 . We are approaching a time when artificial intelligences can synthesize imagery, music, and even human speech from a list of specifications with uncanny accuracy. Applying the same approaches to a framework such as D-SPACE could give biologists unprecedented power to engineer proteins for specific tasks or even to create proteins with completely novel functionality.
METHODS
Data processing
UniProt data from the February 2018 release was downloaded and parsed into JSON lines format containing a single protein per line. To deduplicate the dataset, records were removed if they were not representative members of a UniRef100 cluster. OrthoDB assignments were extended from a small subset of proteins to the entire dataset with the use of Diamond 39 . To assign a cluster, we required the top hit to have a minimum score of 40 and a minimum of 35% coverage for both the query and subject. Keywords were extracted from the protein description field based on a custom string processing function which attempted to account for a myriad of oddities (ex. hypothetical proteins). Gene Names were also standardized with a custom function available in the code repository. A total of 91 million proteins were randomly split into training (80%), validation (10%), and test (10%) groups. These were shuffled to ensure that records were processed in a random order.
Records were filtered from model training if the sequence contained non-canonical amino acids (ex. 'X'), was longer than 2000 amino acids, or contained no multi-hot annotations other than keywords. Roughly 3% of records were filtered this way.
Model construction
The D-SPACE model was built using TensorFlow with Keras (www.tensorflow.org). It consists of a convolutional sequence encoder followed by affine layers to produce the 256-value embedding. This embedding is attached to a decoder for each output task (Supplemental Fig. 1 ).
An affine autoencoder task was also added to produce a three-dimensional representation of the embedding layer. The model was trained with the NADAM optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001 40 . We chose loss weights for each output to ensure each had a meaningful impact on the overall loss. The model was trained using a Tesla P100 GPU for nine days, until the validation loss no longer improved.
The specification of this architecture requires a number of hyperparameters, including the number and types of layers, the associated layer parameters, the choice of optimizer, the initial learning rate, and the loss weights. These hyperparameters were chosen with a combination of intuition from existing literature and targeted hyperparameter scans. For each trial run, the model loss for training and validation samples were carefully monitored to prevent overfitting. The test 14 data was never used during this procedure, so it could be used to accurately assess the final model's performance.
Determination of 'optimal' task thresholds
For each task, we determined the scoring threshold (>0.1) at which the F1 score was maximal in the validation dataset.
Protein similarity metric
The embedding similarity metric is based on the Euclidean distance between two embedding vectors e 1 and e 2 .
Esim(e 1 , e 2 ) = 1 / ( 1 + 2 * ||e 1 -e 2 || 2 / (||e 1 || 2 + ||e 2 || 2 ) )
Defining a 'non-trivial' annotation description
We defined an annotation as being non-trivial if it was not 'None' and did not contain any of the following text, "hypothetical", "unknown function", "uncharacterized protein", "uncharacterized conserved protein", "uncharacterized protein conserved in bacteria", "putative".
Code availability
All code necessary for building a D-SPACE model and running inference is available on GitHub at https://github.com/syntheticgenomics/sgidspace. Several utility scripts are also provided to help with constructing the training dataset. This code is available under a GNU Affero General Public License v3.0. Table 1: List and performance For each multi-hot task label, the F1 statistic observed in our test set is shown in relation to the number of protein records for the label that were present in the training set. Trend lines were fit with a weighted second-degree LOWESS and are displayed with a 95% confidence interval.
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